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The Fittest on Earth are Crowned at the 2018 Reebok CrossFit Games 

Tia-Clair Toomey and Mat Fraser Repeat as Fittest on Earth 
  
MADISON, Wisconsin, U.S., Aug. 5, 2018 — The final day of the 2018 Reebok CrossFit Games got 
underway around 9 a.m. CT after a brief weather delay. The individual competition started with Two-Stroke 
Pull: 5 rounds of a 300-meter run, an Assault bike sprint (20 calories for men, 15 for women) and a 44-ft. 
sled pull.  
 
Reigning champ Tia-Clair Toomey started Sunday with a 114-point lead over Laura Horvath in second. The 
2017 second-fittest woman, Kara Saunders, sat in third place at the start of the day. 
 
On the men’s side, Mat Fraser maintained a 138-point lead over Patrick Vellner in second. Lukas Högberg 
sat in third place with only a few events remaining. 
 
Högberg took the win for the men in Two-Stroke Pull (13:36.40), and Horvath, a rookie, picked up her 
second event win of the week on the women’s side (15:12.38). 
 
The next event, Handstand Walk, started at 2 p.m. CT. The event consisted of a challenging 
handstand-walk obstacle course that included an inverted traverse across parallel bars.  
 
Former gymnast Cody Anderson of Heat 3 won the event with a time of 1:29.42 for the men, while Brooke 
Wells took the event for the women with a time of 1:57.78. 
 
Heading into Aeneas—5 pegboard ascents, 40 thrusters and 3 33-ft. yoke carries—Mat Fraser just had to 
complete the minimum work requirement. After his third-place finish in Handstand Walk, he had all but 
clinched the Games championship.  
 



Fraser won the final event, leaving no question that he is the Fittest on Earth. The impressive rookie Laura 
Horvath won the final event in decisive fashion for the women with a time of 3:49.96, but it wasn’t enough 
to overtake Toomey, who was named Fittest on Earth for the second year in a row.  
 
The teams took on Running Bob and Lunging Worm to close out their competition. In Running Bob, teams 
faced 5 rounds of a 300-meter run and a 50-ft. Big Bob pull. Lunging Worm brought the Rogue Worm 
implement back and challenged teams with 36, 24 and 12 reps of Worm thrusters and Worm burpees, 
followed by a lunge down the field.  
 
CrossFit Mayhem Independence took first in Running Bob with a time of 10:06.85, and CrossFit Invictus X 
took the win in Lunging Worm with a time of 12:47.43.  
 
CrossFit Mayhem Freedom won the Affiliate Cup with 900 points, followed by CrossFit Invictus X in second 
(788 points) and CrossFit OC3 in third (776 points). This year’s win marks Mayhem’s third championship 
title at the CrossFit Games.  
 
After a fan vote for the Spirit of the Games Award, Team Código CrossFit from Buenos Aires, Argentina, 
was given the prestigious honor. Earlier in the weekend, members of the team supported one of their 
female athletes who was terrified of the swimming event. Through their support and leadership, she made it 
through to the finish. Código CrossFit showcased stellar teamwork and support for one another as they 
made their way through the event.  
 
Rookie of the Year went to Hungary’s Laura Horvath, and the award for Most Improved was given to Lukas 
Högberg, who placed third overall.  
 
Visit games.crossfit.com to view the full leaderboard.  
  
About CrossFit: 
CrossFit Inc. is the developer and provider of the CrossFit® Fitness Program and a recognized worldwide 
leader in functional fitness. Founded by Greg Glassman and built on the foundations of constantly varied, 
high-intensity functional movements, education and collaborative competition, CrossFit-brand workouts 
develop strength and fitness while cultivating community and camaraderie in each of the more than 15,000 
affiliated gyms in CrossFit’s global network. CrossFit Inc. is a leading accredited certificate issuer for 
physical training professionals worldwide and offers specialty certificate programs in addition to its core 
curriculum. CrossFit Inc. publishes the CrossFit Journal, promotes physical and cognitive health and fitness 
through the CrossFit Kids Foundation, and created and operates the CrossFit Games, an annual 
competition where elite athletes compete to be named the Fittest on Earth™. To learn more, visit 
CrossFit.com, Facebook.com/CrossFit or YouTube.com/CrossFitHQ. 
  
About the CrossFit Games: 
The CrossFit Games are the world’s premier test to find the Fittest on Earth™. They are world-renowned 
as a grueling test for the toughest athletes and a thrilling experience for spectators. Since their inception in 
2007, the CrossFit Games have become “one of the fastest growing sports in America,” according to 
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Forbes. The Games season is broken up into three stages. The first stage is the Open, the largest 
participatory sporting competition in the world. After the Open, top athletes from each of the 18 worldwide 
regions qualify for the second stage of competition—Regionals. Following Regionals, the top 40 men, 40 
women and 40 teams move on to the final stage of competition: the CrossFit Games. The Games present 
the playing field where the fittest athletes are given a chance to distinguish themselves through consistently 
exceptional performances across broad time and modal domains. At the end of the competition, the Fittest 
on Earth are crowned™. To learn more, visit Games.CrossFit.com or Facebook.com/CrossFitGames. 
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